Technological advances allowing simultaneous recording of neuronal ensembles have led to many developments in our understanding of how the brain performs neural computations. One key technique for extracting information from neural populations has been population reconstruction. While reconstruction is a powerful tool, it only provides a value and gives no indication of the quality of the representation itself. In this paper, we present a mathematically and statistically justified measure for assessing the quality of a representation in a neuronal ensemble. Using a simulated neural network, we show that this measure can distinguish between system states and identify moments of dynamical change within the system. While the examples used in this paper all derive from a standard network model, the measure itself is very general. It requires only a representational space, measured tuning curves, and neural ensembles.
Introduction
In recent years, technological advances have made simultaneous recording of neuronal ensembles possible, leading to many exciting developments in our understanding of how the brain performs neural computations. These breakthroughs have been critically dependent on the development of techniques for extracting features that describe population activity and relate it to cognitive and stimulus parameters (Georgopoulos et al 1983 , Eskandar et al 1992 , Wilson and McNaughton 1993 , Salinas and Abbott 1994 , Celebrini and Newsome 1994 , Rieke et al 1997 , Groh et al 1997 , Brown et al 1998 , Nicolelis et al 1998 , Zhang et al 1998 , Laubach et al 2000 .
These techniques include reconstruction in which one attempts to calculate a behavioural or stimulus variable from neural firing patterns (Georgopoulos et al 1983 , Wilson and McNaughton 1993 , Salinas and Abbott 1994 , Rieke et al 1997 , Brown et al 1998 , Nicolelis et al 1998 , Zhang et al 1998 , Laubach et al 2000 , Averbeck et al 2002 . The accuracy of this reconstruction has traditionally been assessed using reconstruction error, usually measured as the distance between the calculated value and the behavioural value actually experienced (Wilson and McNaughton 1993 , Salinas and Abbott 1994 , Brown et al 1998 , Zhang et al 1998 . However, in many reconstruction methods, reconstruction error is neither linear nor monotonic, so distance between the calculated and actual value is not a valid error measure. More importantly, reconstruction error does not provide information about the quality of the representation. In this paper, we derive a method for the detection of the quality of the representation.
Reconstruction techniques have also been employed to discriminate between pairs of represented stimuli (Celebrini and Newsome 1994 , Groh et al 1997 , Miller et al 1993 , Gochin et al 1994 , Deadwyler et al 1996 . This method constitutes a psychometric approach to analysing neural data, which infers the represented stimulus from the firing patterns of one or more recorded cells. Success of the discrimination is measured as the percentage of times the stimulus is correctly inferred from the firing pattern. This is usually measured as a function of some quality of the stimulus (Celebrini and Newsome 1994) . Although these methods ask how well an ensemble firing pattern discriminates between stimuli, these methods do not address the quality of the neuronal representations of those stimuli. And in particular, they do not address the dynamics of those representations.
Because neuronal representations are highly distributed, at any moment in time, cells could be firing in a manner that is generally consistent or generally inconsistent with the reconstructed value. Such inconsistencies may be expected during dynamic state transitions (Georgopoulos et al 1988 , Redish et al 2000 .
For example, in a mental-rotation task, in which monkeys were asked to reach to a target 90
• anticlockwise from the cueing LED, the reconstructed direction (calculated as the weighted vector mean (Mardia 1972) ; also known as the population vector (Georgopoulos et al 1983) ) rotates from the cued direction to the reaching direction during the reaction time (Georgopoulos et al 1988) . The length of the population vector (a measure of representational quality) increases through the reaction time (Georgopoulos et al 1988) . The length of the population vector is a limited measure of representational quality (Smyrnis et al 1992) , but it only works on circular data sets and only tests for non-randomness of the distribution. Redish et al (2000) presented a more general measure of representational quality and used it on hippocampal ensembles; they termed this measure coherency 1 . Redish et al used a three-step process: calculate the activity packet (a weighted sum of tuning curves based on the current neural activity), calculate the expected activity packet (a weighted sum of tuning curves based on the expected neural activity as predicted by the behavioural variable and the tuning curves), and then coherency was defined as the dot product between the two packets. Redish et al then measured which coordinate system was better represented within the ensemble as the ratio between the coherency in each of two coordinate systems (one aligned with the room, one aligned with the track). They observed that the ratio suggested that the hippocampal ensemble firing pattern represented position on the track at the beginning of the journey, but realigned to represent position in the room after a few seconds (Redish et al 2000) . While this measure was capable of detecting the realignment of the neuronal representation, the measure itself was not mathematically or statistically justified.
In this paper, we present a mathematically and statistically justified measure for neuronal ensembles. This method is also robust to non-uniformly sampled stimulus spaces. We show that this measure can distinguish between states of a simulated neural network and identify moments of dynamical change within the system. While the examples used in this paper all derive from a standard network model, the measure itself is very general. It requires only a representational space, measured tuning curves, and neural ensembles.
The network model
We used a well-studied attractor network (Wilson and Cowan 1973 , Amari 1977 , Kohonen 1984 , Redish et al 1996 , Zhang 1996 , Redish 1999 in order to allow a better exploration of network states. This allowed a fuller study of the detection ability of the coherency method than would have been possible if we had used experimental data.
This type of network has been used to model a variety of neural structures, including the head-direction system of the rodent (Skaggs et al 1995 , Redish et al 1996 , Zhang 1996 , Goodridge and Touretzky 2000 , Sharp et al 2001 , place cells within the hippocampus , Shen and McNaughton 1996 , Zhang 1996 , Samsonovich and McNaughton 1997 , Redish 1999 , Káli and Dayan 2000 , Guazzelli et al 2001 , the formation of ocular-dominance columns (Obermayer et al 1992 , Miller 1995 , control of saccadic error in the superior colliculus (Sparks 1986 , Munoz et al 1991 , van Opstal and Kappen 1993 , Arai et al 1994 and in the basal ganglia (Arbib and Dominey 1995) , and memory storage within cortex (Wilson and Cowan 1973 , Kohonen 1982 .
Simulations were based on those presented in Redish (1999) . The firing rate of each unit was continuous and normalized to be between 0 and 1. Continuous, random, Gaussian noise was added in order to better simulate physiological conditions. Seventy five excitatory neurons (voltage, V E k ; firing rate, F E k ; and synaptic drive, S E k ) and one inhibitory neuron (voltage, V I ; firing rate, F I ; and synaptic drive, S I ) were used in these simulations. The excitatory neurons were arranged with uniform spacing of the preferred directions along a ring topology. This simplified boundary conditions and other calculations. Specific parameters are given in table 1.
The neural analogues of voltage and firing rate are straightforward. The neural analogue of synaptic drive is derived by normalizing the synaptic α-function (here taken to be an exponential decay) by the synaptic weight (Pinto et al 1996) . Thus, rather than calculating firing rate, multiplying that by the synaptic weight, and then producing a synaptic effect, we calculate firing rate, produce the synaptic effect, and then multiply that by the synaptic weight.
The voltage for each excitatory neuron was calculated from the synaptic drive of each excitatory neuron and from the synaptic drive for the inhibitory neuron. The weight matrix W E←E was a Gaussian kernel of standard deviation 72
• , providing a local excitation function. The weight W E←I was a constant providing global inhibition:
where φ k and φ j represent the preferred directions of neuron k and neuron j , respectively. Firing rate was taken as a simple sigmoidal function of voltage: where ξ G was drawn randomly at each time step from a normal distribution with variance 0.1 and mean 0. Thus, the actual variance of the injected noise was signal dependent. Synaptic efficacy was limited to the range [0, 1].
F
Functions for the inhibitory interneuron were similar. However, for simplicity, noise was not included in the interneuron's synaptic drive:
As noted above, this network has been well studied. In particular, the effects of starting conditions and extra-network input are well known (Wilson and Cowan 1973 , Samsonovich and McNaughton 1997 , Redish 1999 ). We will focus on three issues:
Issue 1: random noise versus stable activity mode
When started from random noise, the network settles to a stable mode of activity representing one direction. Cells with preferred directions near this direction will have much higher firing rates than those far away. The direction represented will be a consequence of the random input Cowan 1973, Kohonen 1977) .
Issue 2: rotation versus jump
When a system is in a stable state (representing a single direction), and extra-network excitatory drive is provided near the represented direction (within 60
• in our network), the represented direction will shift toward the input, passing through intermediate values (Redish et al 1996 , Zhang 1996 , Samsonovich and McNaughton 1997 , Redish 1999 . By continuously providing input that is offset by a constant from the current represented direction (offset by less than 60
• ), the network can be forced to shift its representation to any value. We will call this a rotation.
In contrast, when the system is in a stable state and sufficient extra-network excitatory drive is provided far away from the represented direction (beyond 60
• in our simulations), the firing patterns of the system will change to encode a new value without encoding intermediate values in the interim (Zhang 1996 , Samsonovich and McNaughton 1997 , Redish 1999 ). We will call this a jump.
Issue 3: ambiguity
When the system is started from a random non-representational state (all firing rates near 0), and extra-network drive is provided at two inputs, the system will settle to represent a unique direction, depending on the random noise (Redish 1999 ).
Methods

Tuning curves
In order to generate the tuning curves for neurons in the attractor network, an attractor network simulation was run for 5000 time steps, and the centre of the population activity at each time step (given by the reconstructed direction) was used to align the activity to the same central direction. Since the attractor network is symmetric and all neurons have equivalent parameters, the result was equal to sampling a single neuron in multiple directions. Thus, the activity was averaged over all time steps to provide the expected mean firing rate for a cell for each direction sampled. For consistency, the tuning curve was then normalized so that it ranged from 0 to 1:
is the average firing rate in direction φ for excitatory neuron k (with preferred direction φ 0 ) over the stable state centred at direction φ 0 . Thus T k (φ) is the tuning curve for neuron k with its maximum centred at preferred direction φ 0 . (The tuning curve is a function over φ.) For all neurons, this generic tuning curve was rotated so that its maximum was aligned with the neuron's preferred direction.
Reconstruction
Many methods have been used for reconstruction (Georgopoulos et al 1983 , Wilson and McNaughton 1993 , Salinas and Abbott 1994 , Rieke et al 1997 , Zhang et al 1998 . For a uniform ring topology such as the one used here, the simplest is the weighted vector mean (Mardia 1972 , Batschelet 1981 ) also known as the population vector (Georgopoulos et al 1983 (Georgopoulos et al , 1988 . Let v k be the preferred vector for excitatory neuron k, defined as the unit vector in the direction of the preferred direction φ k of neuron k:
The reconstructed vector R is the weighted mean of the preferred vectors:
The reconstructed directionφ is then the orientation of the reconstructed vector R. While we use this method for simplicity, it is important to note that coherency (defined below) works with any reconstruction method. It can also be used as a comparison between neural activity and expected neural activity given the real behavioural values.
Coherency
As stated earlier, coherency is simply a comparison of the actual and expected activity of the system, represented mathematically by the actual and expected activity packet ( A(x, t) and A(x, t), respectively). Note that, like a tuning curve, the activity packet is a function over the behavioural variable space x (not necessarily limited to only one or two dimensions); unlike the tuning curve, however, the activity packet is time dependent. The activity packet is well defined for any given state of any system. Thus, comparing actual and expected activity packets can provide a measure of the state of the system in any given time step.
Actual and expected activity packets can be calculated from the tuning curves of each neuron and from the firing rates of each neuron at a time t. Let T k (x) be the tuning curve of cell k over space x and F k (t) the firing rate of cell k at time t. Then the actual activity packet of a neuronal ensemble recorded at time t is given by a normalized, weighted sum of tuning curves:
Note that this is different from the definition of the activity packet used by Redish et al (2000) in that here the activity packet is normalized by a spatial function, the sum of all tuning curves in the ensemble. This allows a simple dependence upon the random variable F k (t). Thus, we can rewrite the activity packet as shown below:
where
Likewise, the expected activity packet of a neuronal ensemble recorded at time t iŝ
where E[F k (t)|x(t)] is the expected firing rate observed in previous experiments given the actual or reconstructed behavioural value for the variable x at time t (designated here asx).
Note that E[F k (t)|x(t)] can be taken by evaluating the tuning curve atx. Thus, we can rewrite the expected activity packet by substituting
orÂ
Also, note that in our simulations, we used the reconstructed directionφ as the expected representational direction (see equation (8)). However, in experimental data, the behavioural value actually experienced by the animal can be substituted in lieu of the reconstructed value (such as the actual position of the animal within a coordinate system, as used by Redish et al (2000) ). Once the expected representational value is used to create an expected activity packet, the actual and expected activity packets are then compared to measure coherency.
The coherency of the ensemble is found by comparing the actual and expected activity packets in two steps. The first step is to determine the probability distribution of the comparison function. The second is to calculate the probability of match between the expected and observed activity packets using the null hypothesis that the two packets are the same:
While earlier versions of this measurement used the dot product between the two activity packets (Redish et al 2000) , we will demonstrate the root mean squared error (RMSE) method of comparison. The RMSE method effectively subtracts off the expected mean activity level and reveals the magnitude of the difference between the expected and actual activity packets. For this reason, RMSE appears to be much more sensitive than dot product. Large RMSE values imply a difference between the actual and expected activity packets:
While our analysis will use the RMS error measurement, it is important to note that there are many other equally valid and quite powerful comparison functions that can be used. The objective is to find a function that highlights the differences between the two activity packets.
The distribution of RMSE values is used to determine the probability of match between the expected and observed activity packets. As noted above, the reformulation of the activity packet allows a simple dependence on the random variable, the firing rate of each neuron. This reformulation facilitates the construction of the distribution of RMSE values by making the activity packet a linear function of the firing rates.
Calculating the coherency cumulative distribution function
The first step in our proposed coherency analysis method is to run a simple experiment to determine the tuning curves of the cells being recorded. For this purpose, we used the attractor simulations to substitute for our neural data. The data from this experiment can then be used to calculate RMS error values for each time interval (chosen to optimally estimate neuronal firing rates) for the ensemble.
Similarly, we used the 5000-step attractor simulation that generated our tuning curve data to calculate RMSE values for each time step. A histogram of these values is shown in figure 1(A) . This distribution of RMSE values was smoothed, interpolated to a higher resolution, and normalized to represent an estimate of the probability distribution (pdf) of RMSE values.
The RMSE pdf was integrated to find the cumulative distribution (cdf) of RMSE values. The pdf and the cdf are shown in parts (B) and (C) of figure 1. The function cdf(RMSE) represents the probability of measuring an RMSE value smaller than a given value of error. Likewise, 1 − cdf(RMSE) represents the probability of measuring an RMSE value larger than a given value, and therefore represents the likelihood that the expected activity packet and the actual activity packet are the same. So, evaluating 1 − cdf(RMSE) for each value of RMSE measured in a new experiment from the same ensemble of cells will give a p-value representing the likelihood that the system has a coherent representation. This p-value corresponds to the probability of observing an RMSE value given the null hypothesis that the actual and expected activity packets are the same (as noted above, equation (15)).
Given this null hypothesis, we can set a threshold below which the expected and actual activity packets are significantly different. Since the RMSE values for a stable 'bump' of activity were used to define the frequency distribution (the pdf ), a system activity consistent with the tuning curves should evenly explore the range from 0 to 1. Thus, a significance threshold of 0.05 could be defined such that the system should spend 5% of the time with Figure 1 . The RMSE probability density and the cumulative distribution. These curves were calculated from a 5000-step run as described in the text. The probability density function (B) was calculated by smoothing, interpolating, and normalizing the frequency distribution histogram (A) and was integrated to find the cumulative distribution function (C).
RMSE values that give a p-value less than 0.05. This was true in our simulations. In a simulation with a continuous directional input at 180
• , 4.9% of the values out of 5000 time steps had RMSE values below the α = 0.05 level.
For ensemble firing patterns that differ from the state predicted by the tuning curves, the p-value will be very close to zero, indicating a system state that is incompatible with the activity predicted by the tuning curves, even after accounting for the variability due to the stochasticity of neuronal firing rates. Due to the non-linearity of the RMSE measurement, a very small significance value is preferred to reduce false alarms. When the firing patterns are inconsistent with each other, they fall well below even reasonably small significance levels. Thus, we will use a significance level of α = 0.005 for the rest of our simulations.
Results
Coherency differentiates representational quality (issue 1)
As noted above (issue 1), when an attractor network is started from random, noisy values, it settles to a stable state such that only cells with preferred directions near a specific orientation are active. Figure 2(A) shows an example of a network settling. Reconstruction always provided an orientation and did not differentiate the random and settled states ( figure 2(B) ).
In contrast, coherency differentiated the random and settled states (figures 2(C)-(E)). Because of the non-linearities of the measure, coherency detected the time of settling accurately, displaying a stark difference between the two states. While in the random state, the coherency measurement showed that the random state was significantly different from the expected 'bump' of activity ( p < 0.005). After the network transitioned to a stable representational state, coherency showed a higher probability of match.
Coherency can detect dynamic changes in network activity (issue 2)
When an attractor network is in a stable state, providing synaptic input to neurons with preferred directions near the direction being represented by the network forces a rotation in the represented direction. Chaining this extra-network excitation to the represented direction forces the network to rotate continuously. In contrast, if sufficient extra-network excitation is provided to a group of neurons with preferred directions far from the encoded direction, the firing patterns of the system will change to encode the value consistent with the excitation without passing through intermediate values in the interim (Redish et al 1996 , Zhang 1996 , Samsonovich and McNaughton 1997 , Redish 1999 ; issue 2, above).
Reconstruction showed a smooth transition through intermediate orientations in both conditions (figures 3(B), (G)). Reconstruction thus suggested that both of these transitions were simple rotations, yet the dynamics of these two transitions were fundamentally different (figures 3(A), (F)). Coherency, however, detected the difference (figures 3(C)-(E), (H)-(J)). In the jump condition, RMSE showed a strong transient increase at the time of transition (time steps 313-336, p < 0.005; see figures 3(H)-(J)), but no corresponding increase during the rotation (time steps 200-800, p > 0.005; see figures 3(C)-(E)).
Coherency can be used to detect the resolution of ambiguity (issue 3)
When the attractor network simulation begins with synaptic input to one group of neurons with nearby preferred directions, the network will settle to a bump of activity centred on that group. In other words, there will be one value represented by the network: the value consistent with the preferred direction of the most active neurons Cowan 1973, Kohonen 1977) . However, when the attractor network simulation begins with synaptic input to two separate groups of neurons, the network will transiently display bimodal activity. In other words, there will temporarily be two bumps of activity, one at the centre of each input, and therefore two values represented. The system will quickly settle to a state where only one value is represented; the result is dependent on the separation of the inputs (Redish 1999) .
When the two inputs are separated by a large enough distance (when the difference in preferred direction is greater than 60
• in our network), the two values compete: the final represented value is equal to one or the other of the two input values. In contrast, when the network is primed with two inputs that are closer, the activity merges: the final represented value is the mean of the two input values (see figure 4) . Note that the reconstruction cannot detect that the neural activity is actually ambiguous before time step 27. Coherency differentiates the ambiguous and non-ambiguous representations.
In both of these cases, the network can be seen as resolving ambiguity by forcing a multimodal input to settle to a unimodal firing pattern. The representation of the eventual steady state of the system can be measured using a standard reconstruction algorithm. However, as in the earlier examples, reconstruction provided no information as to the time at which the system resolved the ambiguity. Although reconstruction did not vary in the near-input case (figure 4(G)), reconstruction provided incorrect results at time steps 0-126 in the distantly separated case ( figure 4(B) ).
Coherency, on the other hand, did provide that timing information. When the representation was still ambiguous, the system was incoherent ( p < 0.005; figures 4(C)-(E), (H)-(J)). In the well-separated case (in which the inputs compete; figure 4(A) ), coherency transitioned from a highly significant, low probability of match to within the non-significant range at time step 126, indicating that the network had successfully resolved the ambiguity (figures 4(C)-(E)). The low probability of match ( p < 0.005) at time steps 0-126 indicated that reconstruction provided invalid results, while the high probability of match afterwards indicated that the reconstructed directions after time step 126 were valid. Thus, coherency successfully detected the time of transition to a stable state. Similarly, for the close-input case (in which the inputs merge; figure 4(F)), coherency transitioned to the non-significant range at time step 27 (figures 4(H)-(J)), indicating that reconstructed directions after time step 27 were valid. Again, coherency successfully detected the time of transition to a stable state.
Discussion
Our results have shown that coherency is a robust measure of the state of a neural ensemble. It distinguished between consistent and inconsistent representational states: there was a stark difference between a random noise state and a coherent representational state. Coherency detected transient changes in the state of the neural ensemble: it distinguished between smooth rotations, where intermediate values were encoded, and jumps, where intermediate values were not encoded. These two transitions were ambiguous using traditional reconstruction techniques. Coherency also detected ambiguity.
We have derived a statistically justified measurement of coherency. In doing so, we can directly measure the significance of coherency values. Thus, the random noise state was significantly different from the stable state of the attractor network. Similarly, during the jump transition, coherency indicated that the network was transiently significantly different from before and after the transition.
In order to avoid the strict assumptions made by standard parametric statistics, our method requires only the assumption that the data used to construct the tuning curves and RMSE cumulative distribution function be taken during a stationary period where it was unlikely that any dynamic instabilities occurred. This is not a new or special assumption; it is fundamental to the concept of the tuning curve. After this measurement is made, coherency can be used to detect non-stationary events. Redish et al (2000) used the ratio between two coherency measurements in order to determine the time at which the hippocampal ensemble realigned between two coordinate systems. While they were able to derive expected coherency ratios under those two conditions, the dot-product-based coherency did not provide direct statistics. By redefining coherency as the probability of match, the statistical difference of the two states can be directly assessed. This should allow the statistical measurement of coherency within two coordinate systems, extending the usefulness of the coherency measure.
The examples of network dynamics shown in this paper may be observable in vivo. For example, this network has been used to model the rodent head-direction system (Redish et al 1996 , Zhang 1996 . Under normal circumstances, the head-direction system should provide a reliable representation of the rodent's current head direction: only those neurons with preferred directions similar to the current head direction should be firing (Taube et al 1990a , Sharp et al 2001 . When the rodent is turning, the system should show a smooth rotation to update the system's representation to match the rodent's state (Redish et al 1996 , Zhang 1996 as in figure 3(A) .
The head-direction system is generally studied in a 1 m diameter high-wall open field with a cue-card subtending 100
• (Ranck 1984 , Taube et al 1990a , 1990b . When an animal is returned to the field with the card rotated, the head-direction cells generally rotate with the cue-card (Taube et al 1990b) . However, when the animal is disoriented before each experience, the head-direction cells no longer follow the cue-card . This is presumably because, during disorientation, the network destabilizes and resettles to a random orientation (as in figure 2(A) ), and the orientation of the cue-card is no longer at a constant orientation relative to the internal coordinate system defined by the head-direction system . The head-direction system has also been studied under reorientation paradigms in which the cues are rotated in the presence of the animal (Blair and Sharp 1996 , Knierim et al 1998 , Zugaro et al 2003 . Whether these reorientation protocols produce smooth rotations (as in figure 3(A) ) or jump transitions (as in figure 3(F) ) is an open question that will require ensemble recording from head-direction cells to answer. In cases in which the wall and floor do not rotate in synchrony (e.g. the wall rotates 90
• but the floor remains unrotated), this will produce a cue-conflict situation (Taube and Burton 1995 , Blair and Sharp 1996 , Knierim et al 1998 , which will require the resolution of ambiguity (as in figure 4 ).
There have been statistically based methods that use the length of the reconstructed population vector (Moore 1980 , Smyrnis et al 1992 , Ashe et al 1993 but these methods require nearly complete revision when attempting to apply them to other systems with different symmetries. For example, applying such a framework based on unimodal tuning curves to systems with bimodal, multimodal, or spatial tuning curves (O'Keefe and Conway 1978 , O'Keefe and Speakman 1987 , Sharp 1996 , Blair et al 1997 would require a complete rederivation of the statistics. In contrast, the coherency method proposed here will work for any shape of tuning curve without modification.
While this paper has focused on using coherency to analyse an attractor network with a uniform ring topology, it should be noted that the coherency method is applicable to any neural system. Thus, multidimensional systems with bimodal, multimodal, or even heterogeneous tuning curves are accessible to the coherency method. For example, some hippocampal place cells exhibit multiple place fields. The coherency method presented here requires no modifications to accommodate an ensemble with a mixture of multimodal and unimodal responses; the only requirement is the ability to calculate a tuning curve for each individual cell. Knowing the tuning curve allows the construction of an expected activity packet, to which the actual activity packet can be compared.
Any simultaneously recorded neural ensemble that can be used to reconstruct a behavioural variable can also be used to measure coherency. Reconstruction with simultaneously recorded neural ensembles has been used in place cells (Wilson and McNaughton 1993 , Brown et al1998, Zhang et al 1998 and in motor cortex (Salinas and Abbott 1994, Averbeck et al 2002) . Accurate coherency measures can be taken from as few cells as are needed to provide adequate coverage of the parameter space by their tuning curves (i.e. enough to have reliable reconstruction). In our simulations, we found accurate detection of the three dynamic transitions discussed above with as few as 10 cells. With modern recording technologies, simultaneous recordings of 20-100 cells are common. Coherency can be used with any of these recordings to detect both differences in representational quality as well as transient representational events.
